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At Nespresso® Professional, we want to help hospitality businesses just like 

yours be the best they can be. That's why we've conducted research into the 

hospitality industry to discover the impact of the pandemic on businesses,

how they adapted to survive, and what benefits these new initiatives had. 

We polled 1,000 individuals from across the hospitality industry, including

500 senior leaders, to delve into the legacy the pandemic will leave on the 

hospitality industry, and what initiatives hold promise to boost efficiency

in the future as we return to ‘normal’. 

Our survey found that 90% of hospitality businesses have adapted

their businesses in some form since the beginning of the pandemic.

Have a read through our findings and see how your business stacks up.

Are you doing something different? Are you seeing the same results?
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RECOVERING FROM THE PANDEMIC:
WHAT’S NEXT FOR HOSPITALITY?

IMPROVING YOUR
COFFEE OFFERING

NESPRESSO® PROFESSIONAL

The pandemic has even impacted coffee usage for businesses within hospitality

wanting to improve their coffee offering to attract and retain more customers:

34% of 

respondents said 

they had invested 

in a better coffee 

machine

32% provided

a wider range of 

coffee blends

32% offered

a greater range of 

coffee beverages

KEY CHANGES DURING THE PANDEMIC

of businesses

offered takeaway

or a delivery service

focused more on 

outdoor space

moved online

31%

41%

36%

29%

added a new product or service

32%

of respondents 

invested more in 

social media

TECHNOLOGY WAS A KEY TOOL USED
BY HOSPITALITY TO PIVOT STRATEGIES

OPENING UP NEW REVENUE STREAMS WAS
A KEY ADAPTATION DURING THE PANDEMIC

41% of businesses introduced

contactless payments

of businesses participated in

the Eat out to Help out scheme

30% 30% 27%

33% provided 

more syrups for 

wider variety of 

coffee flavours

33% offered 

more premium 

coffee blends

invested in outdoor

seating solutions

introduced an independent 

delivery service

35% SAID

34% SAID

THE BIGGEST 
SETBACKS TO 
INTEGRATING 

SUSTAINABILITY
ARE...

THE DRIVERS FOR INVESTMENT IN
SUSTAINABILITY FOR BUSINESSES ARE...

38% OF 
BUSINESSES

43% 38%

CUSTOMER 
DEMAND

AMBITION
TO BE AN 

ETHICALLY 
RESPONSIBLE 

BUSINESS 

IMPROVEMENT 
TO

REPUTATION 

IMPROVED 
SUPPLY CHAIN 

46% 44%

At Nespresso® Professional, we combine technology and sustainability to 

create the perfect coffee moments. Our Momento Coffee & Milk machine 

harnesses touchless technology, meaning your employees and customers will

not have to touch the screen on the machine to start the coffee brewing 

process, helping to reduce touch points and meet hygiene concerns. 

The Momento Coffee and Milk has also been optimised for efficiency and 

quality, so you can cut down on customer waiting times, help improve customer 

experience and provide them with an indulgent coffee of their choice in just a 

few moments. With 17 quality coffee blends and a subscription model allowing 

you to easily change your coffee stock depending on requirements, this is the 

perfect way to provide great customer experiences.

said they have just had

to focus on surviving

the pandemic

that pandemic adaptations have 

caused their business to be less 

sustainable e.g. plastic cups

they have had to

reduce overheads

30% OF 
BUSINESSES
 don’t understand what

they can change

that sustainable supplies 

can be expensive

37% SAID

To find out how this innovative 
solution could help you to create a 

safer, efficient and more convenient 
experience for your customers and 
employees, simply give us a call on

to find out more.

02392 314 441 

21% said using tech was the most 

effective way of reassuring customers

60% of survey respondents agreed that 

sustainability had grown in importance during

the pandemic, with 67% of respondents
agreeing that sustainability will become 
more of a priority next year. 

SUSTAINABILITY AND THE 
IMPACT OF THE PANDEMIC

24% will carry on using

online booking services, with 13% of 

businesses introducing online booking 

services and a further 16% of respondents 

citing that online bookings were their 

biggest saviour during the pandemic

28% of businesses will

continue using contactless payments,

with 54% saying that it helps the 

business run more efficiently

tel:02392314441
https://charts.censuswide.com/CW7619/CW7619_VIbox.html

